
Emilie is a key member of our team. Her dedication to our clients is
exceptional, she embodies the highest standards of professionalism,
integrity and she is constantly looking to deliver high quality and
tailor made services to our clients. Her track record of successful
matters is impressive and her expertise has become a true added value
to our firm's Corporate Finance Litigation department .  

Marc KLEYR, Partner in the Corporate Finance Litigation department

Emilie WATY
Partner in Corporate Finance Litigation

Emilie has been an expert in commercial, corporate, and finance litigation
for now more than 18 years in Luxembourg. In these areas of expertise,
Emilie is handling complex multi-jurisdictional and cross-border litigation
and arbitration cases with her distinctive precision and finesse. She is also
well-known for her strategic and sophisticated approach in handling
recognition and enforcement proceedings relating to foreign court
decisions and arbitral awards.



Transactional matters may quickly turn out into difficult and stressful
situations, as our clients are facing constant time and financial pressure to
complete their transactions as swiftly and as efficiently as possible
without undermining top quality legal services. Jérôme's expertise in
transactional matters and unwavering dedication to our clients made him
an indispensable member of our Corporate Finance team. He delivers
outstanding work while handling and leading clients and their
counterparties in complex transactions towards successful closing. 

Renata JOKUBAUSKAITE, Partner in the Corporate Finance and M&A department

Jérôme BUREL
Partner in Corporate Finance, M&A and Private Equity

Over the past 18 years, Jérôme has acquired comprehensive knowledge
and experience in corporate matters, encompassing restructuring
operations, joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions, and private equity
transactions across various industry sectors. Over the last decade, Jérôme
has been praised by clients, particularly by private equity houses, for his
expertise and dedicated support in major cross-border acquisition deals.
He steadily and efficiently assists and guides clients, ensuring their needs
are met in dynamic market and legal environments.

https://kleyrgrasso.com/people_/jerome-burel


Fanny’s remarkable expertise in real estate law, specifically in
residential leases, has played a pivotal role in enhancing our firm's
capabilities. Her promotion is a testament to the significant
contributions she has made, enriching our legal family and reinforcing
our commitment to delivering top-notch legal services.  

Yasmine POOS, co-head of the Real Estate and Construction department

Fanny MAZEAUD
Partner in Real Estate and Construction

Fanny, with an impressive 18-year tenure in civil and real estate litigation,
excels notably in leaseholds, solidifying her reputation as a specialist. She
authored the Manuel du contrat de bail en droit luxembourgeois, further
establishing her authority in this domain. As a highly regarded lecturer for
the Cours Complémentaires en Droit Luxembourgeois (CCDL) and a
teacher adjunct at the University of Luxembourg, her expertise enriches
both legal education and practice. Additionally, accredited as a mediator
consultant by the esteemed European Institute of Social Relations,
Fanny's multifaceted contributions distinguish her as a figure, exemplifying
professionalism, expertise, and unwavering commitment to excellence.



Christophe's promotion to Partner is a testament to his exceptional
skills and dedication in the field of employment law. With Christophe's
leadership, expertise and unwavering commitment to delivering
excellence , we are poised to continue providing unparalleled service
to our clients and further solidify our position as a trusted authority in
employment law.  

Christian JUNGERS, head of the Employment and Social department

Christophe NEY 
Partner in Employment and Social

Christophe, renowned for his expertise in employment and social law and
data protection, possesses over 15 years of experience in Luxembourg.
This interdisciplinary approach allows him to offer holistic solutions and
help clients navigate the complex legal landscape of data privacy and
security, ensuring compliance with applicable laws and protecting the
rights of individuals regarding their personal data. Christophe's role as a
lecturer at the House of Training further underscores his standing as a
thought leader and educator in his fields, staying abreast of emerging
trends and best practices in those areas of law. 



Counsels

Vincent ALLENO  
is a Counsel in the Corporate Finance
Litigation department. Vincent brings
over 15 years of experience in
commercial and corporate litigation,
including shareholders’ disputes in
Luxembourg. He also assists clients in
banking and finance litigation and
insolvency proceedings. He is a member
of ALJB (the Luxembourg Banking and
Financial Law Association) and ALMJ
(the Association Luxembourgeoise des
mandataires de justice).

Katia
BARTHOLOMÉ 
is a Counsel in the Corporate Finance
and M&A department. Katia advises on a
range of domestic and cross-border
transactions, including restructuring
operations, corporate finance, and
private equity. She frequently assists
clients on corporate governance matters.

Marie GUEBELS 
is a Counsel in the Employment and
Social department. Marie, with over 12
years of expertise in employment law,
excels in drafting, in negotiating
employment contracts, dismissal letters,
and settlement agreements. She also
defends clients before the
Luxembourgish courts regarding
employment and labour law. She is a
member of E.L.S.A. (the Employment
Law Specialists Association) and a
lecturer at the House of Training.
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Senior Associates

Olivier GOERES 
is a Senior Associate in the Employment
and Social department. Olivier has over 5
years of experience in Luxembourg's
social and labour law. He focuses on
drafting employment contracts,
terminations and negotiating settlement
agreements and also represents clients
in disputes before the labour courts.
Additionally, he is a lecturer at the House
of Training (Chamber of Commerce).

Nora DUPONT  
is a Senior Associate in the Tort and
Criminal Law department. Nora assists
individuals and corporations in various
criminal matters, local and cross-border
investigations, with a focus on white
collar crime. She is also a member of
CCBE (the Criminal law commission of
the Council of Bars and Law Societies of
Europe), WWCDA (the Women’s White
Collar Defense Association), and ALAP
(the Association Luxembourgeoise des
Avocats Pénalistes A.s.b.l.).

Julie TOURNAY  
is a Senior Associate in the Corporate
Finance and M&A department. Julie has
over 5 years of experience, which
encompasses mergers and acquisitions,
restructuring, financing operations,
corporate governance and liability
matters.
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CONGRATULATIONS
We congratulate all of our professionals on their well-deserved
promotion. These promotions reflect not only the individual
achievements of our lawyers but also the collective success of our firm.
KLEYR GRASSO has been a pillar in the Luxembourg legal community
for nearly three decades, and these promotions exemplify our
commitment to maintaining the highest standards of legal excellence.

François COLLOT, Managing Partner


